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in po's travels, mantis and the rest of the furious five were sent by po to assist

him in his search for the book of the green lotus, then being kept hostage by tai
lung, in hopes of getting an antidote to cure po's kung fu fever. for the five to

gain access to the book, mantis, along with the rest of the five, used their
powerful pinwheel strike technique, which swept the bandits away, and through
the book, the panda could read the history of his village, as well as learn that tai
lung was aiming to steal the book. in the end, po, along with the five, defeated
tai lung and saved the book, with mantis declaring that he would hold the book

for po in hopes that the panda will "come back" and the five would continue
protecting the panda, just like po asked them to do in the beginning. in the

finale, the full extent of mantis' pinwheel strike was revealed, as he was able to
move huge volumes of air by spinning around and around using his arms. along

with the rest of the furious five, mantis threw several objects towards a
monstrous dark spirit, causing it to retreat in terror. it was revealed that the

pinwheel strike used by mantis and the other four was the result of his fight to
protect po when his father was being attacked, as the five were going down, the

panda looked up and saw him. after learning that his father was not there,
mantis felt that he would protect him by doing something extraordinary, so he
aimed for the wind, creating the pinwheel strike. mantis had a brief encounter

with tigress during his quest for the book, during which he proposed his version
of the five-man fool's circle. mantis described how he would provide fighters who
would use their pinwheel strikes to change the course of battle. the plan was a

success as mantis' crew were able to successfully trick several rhino guards into
being shut inside a massive tub. mantis then gave the book back to po, who then

went and freed the rhino guards, saving the day.
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the film starts off with po and his master shifu travelling to the gongmen city, a
city in the valley of peace. they are on their way to recruit the other masters to

fight the evil of tai lung, a demon that has come to avenge a bet of his. when the
four kung-fu masters arrive at the place, they are greeted by the master warrior,
gong li, who welcomes them to the city with open arms. next to her are the five

new masters, who are looking for their training to commence with their fight
against the monster tai lung. they are soon escorted to their respective masters,

and are shown into training. during the training, the kung-fu masters have to
learn how to use their special abilities. monkey was trained to be the fastest

kung-fu master, tigress was trained to be the strongest kung-fu master and was
able to throw the hardest blows, shifu was trained to be the smartest kung-fu

master and the most creative. mantis was trained to be the stealthiest kung-fu
master, and po was trained to be the wisest kung-fu master and the most

knowledgeable. at the end of the training, the gongmen city's three kung-fu
masters face off against the evil tai lung and his army of demons, where the five
masters, along with their friends, reach the valley and fight off a fierce army of

kung-fu fighters and their allies. at the end, po finds he has his father in his
hands, but a mob of kung-fu fighters chase po as his father does not want him to

have the scroll, which is the answer to the weapon that breathes fire and spits
metal, which is only missing one thing – the third dragon. the film really just feels

like a collection of b-grade kung fu films, with kind of an old fashioned but
nonetheless fun approach to the genre. there’s something about it, of course. the

formula is more popular than you might remember, still works quite well, and
feels just right for the style of material. 5ec8ef588b
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